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ABSTRACT
Parental Attitudes Toward Mainstreaming
of Handicapped Children
by
Afsaneh Ahooraiyan, Master of Science
Utah State University, 1986
Major Professor: Dr. Brent c. Miller
Department: Family and Human Development
The primary purpose of this study was to in vestigate attitudes of
parents of school-aged and preschool aged children with and without
handicaps,

toward the

issue of mainstreaming.

A sample of 212

individuals responded to a parent questionnaire which was mailed to each
household to be completed by both parents.

This questionnaire examined

attitudes a nd concerns of parents across 14 mainstreaming issues
(Appe ndix 2) .

Of the total sample, 12 3 responses were used for the

final analysis. Cases were discarded because some were missing the age
of their child, some we::e not qualified because of their child ' s age,
a nd others had not completed the survey.
Regarding overall attitudes toward mainstreaming, there was a
signficant interaction between handicapping condition and sex of parent.
Fathers of handicapped children disagreed more with the attitude
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questions than mother-s of handicapped childr-en.

Also, the handicapping

condition of the child affected parental attitudes about problems which
a handicapped child might encounter in a mainstreaming situation.
Parents of nonhandicapped children disagreed more with these issues than
parents of handicapped children.

Fathers of handicapped and

nonhandicapped children agreed more than mothers that there might be
problems encounter-ed by handicapped children in a mainstreaming
situation.

Mothers of nonhandicapped children and fathers of

handicapped children disagreed more with these statements.
The interaction between sex of parents and handicapping condition
of the child was found to be significant for the dependent variables of
overall mainstreaming attitudes and attitudes toward problems which a
handicapped child might encounter in a mainstreaming situation.

Another

significant independent variable was handicapping condition of the child
which was found to be significant on attitudes toward problems which a
handicapped child might encounter in a mainstreaming situation and
attitudes toward safety issues of both handicapped and nonhandicapped
childr-en in a mainstreaming situation.

In other words, parents of

handicapped children were mor-e children wer-e more concerned

about

school related problems and safety issues for handicapped childr-en in a
mainstLeaming situation.

Age of the child was not found significant for- any of the dependent
variables.

In addition, the interaction of handicapping condition and

age of the child was found to be significant for the dependent var-iable
which dealt with attitudes toward safety of both handicapped and dealt
with attitudes toward safety issues of both handicapped and
nonhandicapped children.

Families with school-aged handicapped children

X

and families of nonhandicapped

p~eschoole~s disag~e ed mo~e

with the

safety isses.

( 102 pages)

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCriON

Problem State ment
With the passage of P.L. 94 -1 42, the placement of children wit h
handicaps in a least restrictive environment (LRE) has become a mandated
reality.

The LRE concept commonly r e ferred to as "mainstream ing" has

manifested itself in many forms.

Yet, the emphasis of all mainstreaming

attempts is to provide chi ldren with handicaps,

children without

handi caps , and a ll their parents, opportunities to interact and learn
more about eac h other through direct experiences , r a ther than from
stereotypic impressions ( Blacker
One of

the

&

Turnbull, 1983;

mo st ci ted definitions of

attributed to Kaufman, Gott lieb, Aga rd, and

Schrag , 1984) .

mainstr ea ming

(MS)

is

Kukic (1975, pp. 40-41) .

According to Kaufman et al . , mainstrea ming is a:
Temporal , instructional, and social integration of eligible
exceptional children with normal peers , based on an ongoing,
individually determined, educational planning a nd programming
process that requires clarificatio n of responsibility among
regul ar and special educat ion administration, instructional,
and supportive personnel.
Mainstre a ming,
involves students,

as defined above,

is a process . which idea lly

regular classroom teachers,

educators, and other specialists.
delineate who is responsible

administrators,

special

However, this definition does not

for what,

and to what extent

this

J:"esponsibility holds.

E'ur'theJ:",

it is not clear' who is J:"esponsible for'

clar'ifying these J:"oles and J:"esponsibilities.
Kaufman et al's (1975) definition la cks mention of th e pal:'ents of
childJ:"en with and without handicaps. The J:"oles of pal:'ents aJ:"e not
defined even in the law that gives them the r'ight to beco me actively
involved in their' childJ:"en ' s educational pl:'ogJ:"amming.

Pal:'ents of

childJ:"en with handicaps play a veJ:"y impol:'tant J:"ole which needs to be
caJ:"efully defined.

As a gJ:"oup, parents have a histoJ:"y of being stJ:"ong

advocates in obtaining educational r'ights for' their' childJ:"en (Dougan,
Ishe ll,

&

Vyas, 1979;

Duncan, 1984 ; TuJ:"nbull

Michaelis, 1980; Schutz, Williams, IveJ:"son,
&

TuJ:"nbull, 1978) .

&

They aJ:"e expected by law to

contJ:"ibute in the decision making pl:'ocess of educating their' childJ:"en
with handicaps (Marion, 1981; Michaelis, 1980; Pas a nella & Volkmar',
1981; Stetson , 1984; Shapir'O

&

E'oJ:"bes, 1981) and they aJ:"e expected to

assume the J:"esponsibility and undeJ:"go necessar'y tJ:"a ining for' pt:oviding
supplemental education of their' childJ:"en outside school hour's and,

at

times, duJ:"ing school (D e meJ:"est & Vuoulo, 1983; Pasan e lla & Volkmar,
1981; VembeJ:"g

&

Medway, 1981). These obligations belong to pal:'ents by

vir tue of their' having had an offspt:ing with a handicap.

They also have

other added J:"esponsibilities, such as gt:eateJ:" commitments and expenses
which exceed the amount of "par'ent ing" expected of pal:'ents without
handicapped offspt:ing (Dougan et al., 1979; Stainback & Stainback, 1984;
Tumbull

&

Tumbull, 1978).

Another' gJ:"oup ovet:looked in both the law and most mainstJ:"ea ming
attempts ar'e pal:'ents of childJ:"en without handicaps.

They ar'e never

mentioned in the law, although their' J:"ole is veJ:"y impot:tant to the
success of mainstt:eaming.

E'ot: example, one conceJ:"n of pat:ents of

without handic a ps

child~en

add~esses

the quality of

thei~ child~en ' s

education in the pr-esence of a student with a handicapping condition.
These

conce~ns

must be addr-essed and studied

these

conce~ns

can

as

pa~ents

~aise

and

taxpaye~s

(Sch~ag,

national public issues when one views these
who

consume~s

to know what changes are

dese~ve

taking place in the educational system which
(Rostel e~ ,

Pu~pose

cu~~ent

study focused on

mainst~eaming child~en

fo~

discussed in the previous section.
defined .

an

o~ientation

emotionally toned and

~egula~

mainst~eaming

Attitudes of

towa~d

~el a tive ly

school settings.

have

pa~ents

objects

pe~sistent

o~

al~eady

been

also need to be

Webster:- defines

(Webste~'s Dictiona~y,
ce~tain

towa~d

1977).

They

situations that

(Theodo~son

&

a~e

Theodo~son,

Attitudes have a lso been defined as a "tendency to act in a

consistent
(T heodo~ son

m anne~

&

towa~d

Theodo~son,

attitudes can be analyzed in
acting qualities.
object,

attitudes

An attitude is a complicated concept.

attitudes as ways of thinking

1969.)

pa~ental

with handicaps into

Definitions and explanations

~ep~esent

monies support

thei~

Kowalski, & Hunte~, 1984).

Rat ionale and
The

Fu~the~,

1984).

ce~tain

1969).
te~ms

rel ated objects and situations"
Jones et a l. (1981) explain that

of its means-end

o~

knowing-feeling-

In the means - end a nalysis of an att itude

attitude is defined as a "composite of the

inst~um ental ity

of an object to the

pe~son's

towa~d

an

pe~ceived

goals, weighted by his

evaluation of those goals" (McGuire, 1968 , p.l53).
Th e second analysis, cognitive-affective-conative ana lysis, the
cognitive components of a n attitude is the way the attitude object is

perceived (Bern , 1970; Greenwald & Brock, 1968).

The affective component

of att itudes deals with the person 's like or: d islike towar:d the object
of attitude.

The thir:d co mpone nt, conat i ve , deals with the person's

actual behavior toward the object (Triandis, 1971; Bern, 1970; Greenw al d
Brock, 1968; McGuire, 1968).
The means- end analysis applies to this study because parents would
evaluate their own situation and their c hil d ren's best interests in a
ma instr ea min g situation.

Theref o re,

they are evalua ting th e

mainstr eami ng situation according to their own goa ls.

On the other

han d , the cogniti ve aspect o f th e s econd ana l ysis is also rele vant
because it deals with how parents perceive mainstreaming.

Throughout

the questionnaire , parents ans wer questions through which they imply
whether they like or dislike mainstream ing (affective co mpone nt ).
Att i t udes , def ined for the purposes of th i s study are:
think about mainstreaming.

what parent s

Through the ques tions which paren ts answer,

the investigator should be able to get a n idea of how they perceive
mainstreaming and whether they evaluate it to be correct for them and
their childrens ' goals.
Four different groups of parents were studied.

These four groups

included mothers and f ather:s of pr:eschool and school-aged children with
a nd wi thout handicaps.

Both f at hers a nd mothers were included in th e

study, but fathers were highlighted because they have so often bee n
underemphasized in their: ·ch i ld ' s deve l op ment.
(Lamb, 1976,

As recent literature

1978, 1981, 1982; Lynn, 1974) has shown, fathers do indeed

have an important role in their childr e n's development.
about fathers ' a ttitudes in th i s ar:ea,
was encouraged and sought.

therefore,

Little is known

father participation

5

For several reason s , fathers are not usually as active in their
children's education as mothers are.

Individual famili es have different

reasons for less fath er participation.
whereas about half the mothers do.
the day when most people work.

Most fathers work full time

School is, of course, held during

Even when special evening arrangements

are made (which would probably inconvenience the other participants),
some fathers might be too tired to participate in their children's
education.

It also seems to be more common for mothers to participate

in their children's school activity and education in general, instead of
the fathers.

However, mothers are as important as ever.

They have

always been the more active parent in their children's education.
Therefore, it was decided that a combination of both parental attitudes
would be more informative .
The rationa le for comparing attitudes of parents with children in
preschool and grade-school was that once the children became old enough
for school, parental responsibilities would increase.
think about some problems (e.g.,
children,

Parents might not

child's interaction with other

teachecs, react ions of othec children to him/ her, etc.) until

the child gets into school.

School could be an additional burden for

the parents, especially if they have children with handicaps.
Educationally related interactions might not always be beneficial to the
child.

Would these additional responsibilities affect parental

attitudes?

A comparison of

attitudes of parents with preschool versus

school-aged children was conducted to determine if diffe rences due to
this factor exist.
Since this is a relatively new area for research, little research
has been completed which is related to the father's role or attitude

toward mainstreaming.

Mainstreaming started after P.L. 94 - 142 was

passed giving children with handicaps the right to receive education.
Very few

specific studies have been conducted about parental

attitudes toward mainstreaming (MS) .

I t would seem to be especially

important and useful to compar:e attitudes of parents of childr:en with
and without handicaps.

Also ,

no r eliable instrument was available for

measur-i ng parental attitudes toward mainstr:ea ming.

This study pr:ovided

a n opportunity to refine existing measures.
The overa ll purpose was to g a in more information about parental
attitudes toward mainstreaming.

Knowledge of parental attitudes might

help solve any exisitng problems or concerns which par:ents might have
toward mainstreaming.
Resear:ch Objectives
The focus of this study was on attitudes toward mainstr ea ming
reported by parents of children, with and without handicaps.

The two

main objectives f or this study were :
(1)

To refine a measure of attitudes towa r d mainstreaming.

(2)

Use this instrument to assess attitudes of parents of children
with and without handicaps.

To begin devel oping an insLrument, the literature was rev i ewed and
a li st of parental concerns abo ut mai ns treaming was made (Appendix 1).
This list was used for putting a questionnaire together.

A question was

developed which focused on each co nc ern ar:ea (Append i x 2).

Each

question had two components , one to measure the parent 's attitude, i.e.,
did the parent agree with the statement, and the other to measure the
parent ' s

concern,

i.e.,

did the parent feel

that each issue would

7

concern them in their own situation.

The questionnaire was first

developed for the Funct i onal Mainstreaming for Success (FMS ) pro ject at
the Developmental Center for Handicapped Persons (DCHP) at Ut,a h State
University.

The questionnaire items were factor analyzed and the

reliability of the instrument was assessed using different populations
(college students and parents).

Factor analysis was performed to reduce

the number of variables and to see if theoretical concern areas formed
meaningful subsets.

The instrument developed through the procedures

described above was used to test the following null hypotheses.
Hypotheses
1.

There is no difference in attitudes and concerns of fathers of

children with and without handicaps toward mainstreaming.
2.

There is no difference in attitudes and concerns of mothers of

children, with and without handicaps, toward mainstreaming.
3.

There is no differen ce in a ttitudes and conc e rns of f a thers

according to the age of their child

(preschool versus school-aged)

toward mainstreaming.
4.

There is no diffe renc e in attitudes and conc e rns of mothers

according to the age of their child (preschool versus school-aged)
tow ard mainstreaming.
5.

There is no differe nce in attitudes and concerns of parents of

handicapped versus nonhandicapped children toward mainstreaming.
6.

There is no difference in attitudes and concerns of pare nts of

preschoolers versus grade school- aged children toward mainstreaming.
7.

There is no significant interaction between handicapped

8

condition and age of the child in mainstreaming attitudes and concerns
of parents.
8.

Therl? is no significant difference in attitudes and concerns

of fathers and mothers according to the age of their oldest child
(pre school versus school-aged) toward mainstreaming.
9.

There is no significant difference in the attitudes a nd

concerns of fathers versus mothers toward mainstreaming.
10.

There is no significant difference in the interaction of

handicapping condition and age of children and sex of parents ( f athers
versus mothers) toward mainstreaming.

CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW
~ears and Concerns of Parents
of Children with Handicaps

Some parents of children with handicaps are concerned about their
children's welfare and want the best education and social life for them.
However, they are faced with situations and decisions which are not
typical for parents of children without handicaps and which raise unique
educational fears and concerns.

These fears and concerns often emerge

when a decision to mainstream a child becomes imminent.
A primary area of concern addresses the social and emotional
adjustment of a student with a handicapping condition in a regular
classroom. Parents worry about the possibility that a student with a
handicapping condition will be teased by others in the class, or be
ostracized during informal class activities (Mylnek, Hannah, & Hamlin,
1982).

This social isolation could happen in two ways:

(a) because of

the limitations of the handi capping condition, the child with handicaps
could be excluded from a group activity (Demerest

&

Vuoulo, 1983); and

(b) others could start doing everything for the student with a handicap
(Bloom

&

Garfunkel, 1981; Demerest

&

Vuoulo, 1983).

The fear of having

a handicapped child perceived as "different" also extends beyond the
classroom to impressions other parents may have.

Parents of children

with handicaps also worry abou t how other parents will react to the
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mainstr-eamed student with a handicapping condition (Demerest

Vuoulo,

&

19!33).
A second ar-ea of concern involves the physical limitations of a
regular school environment.

Parents of children with handicaps express

concern over inadequate tr:ansportation (buses, cars, etc.), furniture
(special chairs, desks, blackboards, etc.), and building structure
(ramps, wida halls, bathr:oom stalls, etc.) (Bloom

&

Garfunkel, 1981).

A third area of concer:n addr:esses the contrast between special
services and regular: education ser:vices.

Parents accustomed to having

physical therapy, occupational therapy, speech therapy, or other special
needs provided for their child, are faced with the possibility that
these services could be r:educed or become unavailable once their child
enters a regular classroom through a mainstr:eaming pr:ogr:am (Bloom &
Garfunkel,

1981).

Additionally, parents question the support available

to the r e gula r classroom t e acher should problems ar:ise in r:elation to
the special needs of the child with a handicapping condition. Parents
are concerned that the r e gular classroom teacher may be too busy to
provida sufficient time and attention to their child who has a handicap
(Bloom

&

Ga rfunke l, 198 1; De me r est

&

Vuoulo , 1983; Mylnek e t al., 198 2).

The possibility of unfair grading is another conc e rn of these
parents (Mylnek et al.,
question:
regardless

1982).

E:ducators have grappled with the

Is it fair to use the same grading system for all students
of

their

con d itions?

appropriate grading system?

If

not,

what

would be

a

more

Parents must be kept informed about their

children's progress, yet traditional grading systems may not be feasible
for a child whose progress is very slow, or who may be demonstrating
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pr-ogress in areas where grades are not typica lly given (e.g.,

recess or

lunch).
A final set of concerns stems from the unfamiliarity of parents
with mainstre aming.

Turnbull, Winton, Blacker-, and Salkend (1983)

reported that 42% of par-ents of children with handicaps had not hear-d of
mainstreaming prior- to being contacted for their research study.
Parents who r-ely on schools to educate them about mainstceaming often do
not r-eceive the information they want or- need to addr-ess their concer-ns
(Noel,

1984; Stetson, 1984).

Parents who ace uninfor-med are exce llent

candidates foe fears and worries about their children's welfare.

These

fear-s and concerns could have negative effects on mainstreaming because
they might stop people fr-om becoming involved in mainstreaming. Once
pr-oper- information is pr-ovided foe par-ents, then some of these feacs may
subside. These f ea cs and concer-ns, once defined,

mus,t be addr-essed

thcough peeper- tr-a ining and pcepar-ation foe mainstce aming.
Pacent Attitudes Towacd Mainsteaminq
The issues discussed in the pcevious section are fears and concerns
which affect par-ental attitudes towacd

mainstceaming.

However.-,

attitudes ace a lso influenced by per-sonal chacactecistics of the family
or- child.

One impor-tant factor studied by Mylnek et al.,

type of handicapping condition of the child.

(1982) is the

These author-s found that

parents of childr-en with learning disabilities wer-e significantly mor-e
suppor-tive of mainstr-eaming than par-ents of children with mental
r-etar-dation or- emotional distur-bance.
finding

wer-e

discussed:

(a)

T'wo possible r-easons for this

par-ents of

childr-en

with

lear-ning

disabilities may have had mor-e exper-ience with mainstreaming pr-ogr-ams,
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and the i r experiences were more li ke l y to have be en positive ; a nd (b)
parents of educably mentally retarded ch ildren, who may have had little
or no experience with mainstreaming, may question the need an d/or
success of mainstreaming.

A number of speculated explanations for these

reactions of parents of ch ildre n with EMR or LD could be provided:
l.

People tend to be skeptical about accepting new

ideas,

especially when it means changing an established pattern of behavior.
2.

Ma instreaming is a

new idea about which little is known, and

little infor mation has been made ava ilable by schoo ls or agenc i es to
parents to acquaint them with the process.
3.

Educa bly mentally retarded (EMR) children progress more s l o wly

in ed ucation,

and parents may perceive that their progress in a

mainst r ea med activity would be more limited.
These potential difficulti es should be studied empirically to examine
their validity and to addr ess and sol ve these difficulties.
The age of the offspring with a handicap has also been found to be
a significant vari ab l e a f fecting the attitudes parents hold toward
mainstreaming.

According to Sul z i e a nd Keenan (1981) , parents of

younger ch ildren with ha ndicaps are mo r e supportive of ma ins tream ing
programs.

Parents of older children with handicaps are more likely t o

pe rc e ive their neighbors,

and the co mmunity in general,

accepting of the child in age-appropriate social rol e s.
acceptance increases as the child grows older.

as less

The lack of

Additionally, parents of

older childr e n with handicaps v ie w a special school setting as most
appropriate f or their children.

One could speculate that this reflects

le a rned behaviors related to segregation experi e n ces prior to
l egi slati on of P.L. 94-142.

Also pare nt s of older children ofte n get
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discouraged after constant years of confrontation with agencies
(Tu rnbull

&

Turnbull, 1978), and may be LO!ss energetic in the face of

new trends and new obstacles.

These assumptions and suggestions must be

systematically studied with actual data.
Fears and Concerns of Parents
of Children Without Handicaps
The importance of the role of parents of children without handicaps
in relation to mainstreaming has been over-looked in many mainstreaming
attempts.

Parents are very concern e d and

their feelings about

mainstreaming should be considered because the way they perceive
mainstreaming programs affects the way they will support or reject
possible mainstreaming programs which would be available to their
children.

Parents have the most influence on their children and if they

won't accept a program, there is little chance that their children could
become act ive participants in such programs.
As with parents of children with handicaps, lack of inf o rmation
about ma instr ea ming caises f eacs and concerns .

Turnbull, Winton,

Blacker, and Salkend (1983) describe the perspectives and attitudes of
parents o f young children without handicaps toward ma inst re am ing.
Seventy-six percent of these parents favored placing mentally
handicapped students in special,

rathe r than regular classes.

·. .rith exposure to mainstreaming ,

this attitude changed.

However

Those parents

without ha ndicapped offspring of their own, and whose children were
invol ved in a positive ma instre a m setting,
integration (V incent, Brown,

&

were supportive of

Getz-Sheftel, 1981) and recognized the

benefits of mainstreaming for both children with and without handicaps.
Education and experience ca n greatly a ff ec t concerns, as seen in the
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Turnbull et al. (1982) report , that only 33% of parents of children
without handicaps had any previous knowledge about mainstreaming prior
to their attendance at a mainstreaming program.

Yet, 80% of these

parents wer-e inter-ested in receiving mace information on mainstreaming

and identified printed materials as the preferable information source.
As with parents of children with handicaps, lack of information can
promote fears and concerns about mainstreaming.
Cansler and Winton (1983), and Demerest and Vuoulo (1983)
summarized some of these fears and concerns.

Parents of children

without handicaps have concerns over the quality of education their
children might receive (Karnes, 1980).

This worry stems from the

potentially limited attention that their children would receive because
of the more demanding condition and needs of the children with
handicaps.
Another concern of parents is the possibility that children without
handicaps would learn inappropriate behaviors from children with
handicaps.

In addressing this concern Greshman (1982) demonstrated that

children without handicaps either do not imitate less mature behaviors,
oc if they do, they quickly extinguish these imitations when no rewards

ace given foe behaving in this manner.

However, it was found that with

exposure to mainstcea ming programs, this concern of parents was partly
eliminated.
Parents who had children in a positive mainstceaming situation and
also did not have a child with a handicap,

were supportive of

integration and recognized benefits foe both children with and without
handicaps.
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These findings should be communicated to
some of these feacs.

pe~cents

to help eliminate

Also some application methods, such as the ones

used foe pacents of childcen with handicaps, could be used to infocm
them.
Sumrnacy of Litecatuce Review
Although the attitudes and concecns of

pe~cents

of childcen with and

without handicaps have been addcessed thcoughout the litecatuce ceview,
it should be noted that vecy few of the ceseacch studies ceviewed hece
have included both mothecs and fathecs.
ceseacch could be beneficial;

This is one acea whece fucthec

to study both fathecs and mothecs of the

childcen with and without handicaps.
In summacy, the feacs and concecns of pacents could be divided into
feacs and concecns of pacents of childcen with handicaps and feacs and
concecns of pacents of childcen without handicaps (Appendix 1).

The

ficst and majoc feac oc concecn of pacents with handicapped childcen is
foe the social and emotional adjustment of theic child when he/she is
put in a cegulac

classcoo~

done in this acea.
expeciences

Unfoctunately, hacdly any ceseacch has been

The e motional Btcess that a handicapped child

is not the only acea of woccy foe pacents;

howevec,

childcen with handicaps could be teased by othec childcen and could also
be tricked into doing hacmful things to themselves.
about these issues.

Pacents ace woccied

Social isolation of the child with handicaps is

anothec acea of concecn mentioned by pacents.

They ace also woccied

about the way theic child with handipcaps would be peccei ved by othec
pacents.
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Parents of handicapped children are also concerned about special
limitations of the facilities and ser::vices available to the child with
handicaps in a r::egular:: school setting.

In this r::egar::d par::ents wor::r::y

about the lack of suppor::t available for: the r::egular:: teacher: for: dealing
with the handicapped child.

Teacher: time is an ar::ea of gr::eat concer::n.

Par::ents are wor::r::ied that the r::egular:: teacher: might not have sufficient
time to spend on the special needs of the child with handicaps.
r::elated concern was gr::ading childr::en with handicaps.

Another

Should childr::en

with handicaps be gr::aded with the same system or: should ther::e be a
special gr::ading system for: them?

Which one would be a mor::e appr::opr::iate

method?
Par::ents of childr::en without handicaps are also an important group
whose opinions have been overlooked in regard to mainstreaming issues.
They are concerned about their child's safety, well-being and best
interest. Their concerns and feelings should be studied and taken into
account because parents are the first teachers to their children and
have a great influence on their attitude.

Their approval or disapproval

of a new situation makes a big difference.
of information about mainstreaming.

This lack of information could

bring about unnecessary fears and concerns.
found by Vincent et al.

One main problem is a lack

As an example, it has been

(1981) that parents who were opposed to

mainstreaming children with handicaps developed more favorable attitudes
after their own nonhandicapped childr::en were involved

Lack of teacher

time is a concern shared by both groups of parents of children with and
without handicaps.

Parents of children with handicaps are concerned

that the regular teacher would be too involved in the handicapped
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child's education to devote sufficient time and attention to children
without handicaps.
Learning poor behavior is another concern of parents of
nonhandicapped children.
situation,

however,

Parents who had children in a mainstreami ng

did not perceive this as a problem.

Through

exposure, parents apparently change their attitude and mind toward
mainstreaming because a lot of their fears and concerns stem from their
lack of knowledge about mainstreaming.
The above paragraphs summarize the fears and concerns of parents
toward mainstreaming.

However , the personal characteristics of the

family of a child are also important on the family' s reaction and
opinion.
child.

One important factor is the handicapping condition of the

Parents of children with learning disabilities were shown to be

more supportive towards ma in stream ing than parents of children with
mental reta rdation or emotional disturbance.
One important conclusion is that these general findings should be
com municated to parents beforehand in order to el iminate unnecessary
fears and concerns .
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CHP.PTER III
METHODS
The reason a survey method was chosen was because it was considered
to be the most appropriate means of assessing parental att itu des.
Interviews would have been too time consuming and expensive and there is
always the possibility of the interviewer's presence or personality
affecting the respondent's answers.

Telephone int erviews were also

ruled out because of the time problem. P.lso , one of the objectives of
this study was to refine the questionnaire which was to be used.

There

are not very many instruments assessing parental attitudes.
Consequently, this research was based on a survey methodolgy.
Selection and Description of Sample
P.s mentioned previously, parents of two groups of children with and
without handicaps were chosen for this study.
select the parents through their children.

The procedure was to

Preschool children (ages 3-5

years old) without handicaps were chosen from the USU Child Development
Lab, a preschool on the USU campus.

School - aged children (6-9 years

old) without handicaps were chosen from the Edith Bowen grade school on
the USU campus.

Children with handicaps were chosen from

the

Development Center for Handicapped Persons (DCHP) which offers
educat ional programs for individuals ranging from i nfancy to 22 years of
age.
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Age of the "o ldest child " was used to help identify parents for
each of the four groups of subjects that were studied in this research.
This variable was used in
and without handicaps.
that family.

case where one family had children both with

3

The focus was on the child with handicaps in

For example, the parents were first asked if they had a

child with handicaps.

If they did not, the next question asked them

about the age of their oldest child without handicaps.

If they did have

a child with handicaps, then the next question asked was for the age of
the child with handicaps.

Through this process, we intended to include

subjects in each cell of the sample design shown in Table l.

Table l
Sampling Design (Desired Numbers of Families in Each Group)
Pre-school
With handicaps
Without handicaps

25

Grade-school
25

Totals
50

25

25

50

50

50

100

The initial number of returned questionnaires was 212 (106
families/couples).

However, only 123 individuals were used for the

hypothesis testing analysis.

The 89 exc luded cases were not usable

because 17 families were missing the category of their child's age
(i.e., "age of child"),

therefore disqualifying them from being included

in the study (n=l7 families).

Another 16 families were excluded because

their o ldest child was younger (n=2) or was older (n =l4) than the
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preschool-gra de school age category.
sent in their questionnaire.

In some families, only one parent

While these answers were used in the

study, another 23 could a lso have been used which were not there.
total score was 120 individuals:

The

The final sample size in each cell for

the hypothesis testing analyses is shown in Table 2.

Table 2
Final Sample Size
Preschool (1)

School- aged (2)

Raw Total

Handicapped (1)

45

32

77

Non-handicapped (2)

15

31

46

60

63

123

Data Collection Procedure
Parent surveys wer e provided for the three different settings of
Children's Lab (preschool nonhandicapped population),

Edith Bowen

(school aged nonhandicapped populatton), DCHP (preschool and school-aged
handicapped

population) , as proposed.

The principal and the secretary of Edith Bowen were sent an
explanation letter of what specifically they were requested to do
(Appendix 4).

The researche r prepared 62 st01mped evelopes with a cover

letter (Appendix 3), two questionnaires (one for the father , one for the
mother) and a stamped self-addressed return envelope.
then addressed the envelopes,
future follow - ups.

The secretary

matching the names with each number for

This process was

us~d

to protect the confidentiality
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of families while allowi ng the
families who d i d not

lab

supe~viso~

fo~ms

t o send follow-up

to

~espond.

p~ocedu~e

The same

sec~eta~y

was foll owed with the USU

Child~en's

l ab.

was given 56 envelopes with the same contents.
teache~s

the enve l opes to the lab

The

She gave

who handed them out to the

pa~ents

pe~sonally.

These envelopes

we~e

given t o the

supe~viso~/p~incipal

The DCHP envelopes were sent out a week later.
misunde rcs tanding and

the na mes a nd

numbe~s

Howeve r, there was a

on each enve lope were not

ma tched , therefore, the prcocess of matc hing names and
~e turn ed

Lab.

~eturcned

numbe rcs.

rceminde ~

numbe~s

as the

e nvelopes came in was not possible fore that setting.

As the
the

on May 22nd.

questionnairces came in,

the

rcesea~cherc

m a~ked

off

At the end of two wee ks (June 5th) a thank you a nd

card was sent t o evercy parent at Edith Bowen and USU Children's

The ca rcds werce stamped and given to the

(Appe ndix

5) .

The

sa me

prcocedure

was

secrceta~ies

fo~

co mpl eted

to send out
pa rce nts of

handicapped ch ildren through the DCHP with a one week delay (June 12th) .
Aft er fourc weeks, the r esearccherc had enough surcveys
nonh a ndicapped settings (USU Ch i ld r en 's Lab
Bowen, 30) .
l e tt e ~

Howeve~,

rc etu ~n ed

~espondents,

28; Edith

a second se t o f surveys including a new cover

(Appendix 6), two questionnairces, and a self-addressed stamped

enve lope were sent out to the parcents of handicapped children.
because therce was no way of knowing which parce nts had
original ques tionnairces.

July 23rd.

su ~ veys .

These envelopes

~un

~eturcned

•..1e~e

After ten days, it was de termined that the

enough sample t o

This was
theirc

The cover lette rc expl a ined this prcoblem,

evercyone got anotherc set of

la~ge

fr o m the

the ana lyses.

a nd

sent out on

researche~

had a
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Ethical Cons ideration
Because human subjects were used for this research, . a human
subjects permission form was filed (Appendix 7). The subjects were not
considered to be placed at any risk of physical or mental haem by this
attitude study.

i'l i th

the procedure explained in the sample selection

section, there was no way for the investigator to even know who was
involved in the research.

Instead, the staff at each school setting

knew which parents participated.

However, they would never know what

the parents' attitude/response were. In this way the confidentiality of
the responses was assured. Parents' answers in no way would be used
against them or their children.

Neither would any of the attitudes be

discussed \vith their children oc their teachers.

The data would be kept

in strict confidence.
The parents were assured of this confidentiality a nd were a lso
informed that their participation would help educators to gain insights
into parental attitudes and concerns toward mainstceaming and ultimate ly
would help their own children to receive a better education and l earni ng
experience.
Descriptive Statistics
Frequency runs were used to provide background information abcut
the sample as a whole.

There were seven questions which dealt with

demographic information about the respondents.

Table 3 summarizes these

data.
As shown in Table 3, fathers and mothers of handicapped children
reported equal numbers of preschoolers and school-aged children.
same was true foe parents of nonhandicapped children.

The
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There were a l a rger number of mothers than fathers,

who responded

to the question about whether they were in favor of mainstreaming or
not.

Both mothers (44 of 48) and fathers (23 of 31) were strongly in

favor of mainstreaming.
The highest frequency of education for mothers of both handicapped
and nonhandicapped children was reported a t

16 years.

Fathers of

handicapped children had their highest frequency of education at 15
years.

Fathers of nonhandicapped children had higher education levels,

the largest number reported 20 years of education.

Highest frequency of

age for mothers of handicapped children was between 26- 35 and the
highest frequency of age for mothers of nonhandicapped chi l dren was in
the range of 36-40 years.
Fathers of handicapped children most often reported themselves to
be in the $25,000- 30,000 income category while fathers of nonhandicapped

children more often reported higher income s in the $30,000 and above
category.

Similarly,

mothers of handicapped c h ildren most often

reported their family income to be in the $20 ,000- 25,000 category,

and

mothers of nonhandicapped children repcrted incomes in the $30,000 and
above

c ategory.

It should be noted that some mothers might have

reported their husband's annual income rather than their own while
others might have reported their own .

This clarification should be

taken into consideration when reading the data.
In summary, this sample of mostly young to middle-aged parents
(ages 30- 45) were strongly in favor of mainstreaming (Item 2,
regardless of whethe r or not they had a handicapped child.

Tabl e 3)

The parents

of nonhandicapped children , who were recruited through a university
setting,

tended to report having higher incomes and educations.

Table 3
Descriptive Statistics on Demographic and Background Var i ables
Fathers
HC

Mothers
NHC

I . Age group of handicapped
child or oldest child.
Preschool
School- aged
High school
Other
Missing
Total

27
22
1
36
50

9
19
8
2
36
38

13
14

Preschool
School-aged
High school
Other
Missing
Total

27
22

9
19
8
2
36

l
36
50

38

II. Favor of Mainstreaming?
28
3
58
31

26
7
58
33

III . Years of Formal Educat i on?
10
11
12

NHC

I. Age group of handicapped
or oldest child.

II. Favor of Mainstreaming?
Yes
No
Missing
Total

HC

Yes
No
Missing
Total

44

4
58
48

36
6
58
42

III . Years of Formal Education?
1
1
4
4
3

4
l
l

9
11
12

13
14

2

l
9
8
9

1
3
1
5

(table continues)
~

Mothecs

l"athecs
HC

15
16
17
18
19
20
r1i ssing
Total

NHC

B

2

3
2

B

3
3
41
32

3
1
2
16
41
38

IV . Age

HC

NHC

3
10
5
3

3
25
6
3

41
50

1
41
51

15
16
17
18
19
20
Missing
Total

-

20- 25
26- 30
31-35
36-40
41-45
46- 50
50-Above
Missing
Total

5
15
15
7
5
2
2
43
51

l

IV. Age
20- 25
26- 30
31-35
36- 40
41-45
46-50
50- Above
Missing
Total

9
8

8
1
2
4
43
32

6
8
15
7
2
43
38

v. Annual Income
$5,000-10,000
$10,000-1 5,000
$15 , 000- 20,000
$20,000-25 , 000
$25,000-30,000

2
13
8
18
6
43
43

V. Annual Income
2
2
4
9
ll

2
9
3
6

$5 , 0-00-12), 000
$10,000-15,000
$15,000- 20,000
$20 ,000-25,000
$25 ,000-30,000

6

1
5
12
9

2
4
11

3
8

(table continues)

"'

V>

----------------Fathers

$30,000-Above
Missing
Total

Mothers

HC

NHC

4
50
32

18
50
38

VI . Actual Age of Child

$30,000-Above
Missing
•rota1

HC

NHC

11

5!2J

20
50

44

48

VI . Actual Age of Child

2
3
4
5

14

6

6

7

5
3
3

4

7

2

8

3

9

10

2

10

ll

4
1

2
2
2

3
3
2

11

4

8
9

12

l
2
7

2
3
4
l

13

4

15
16

5
l
l
1

l

23

28
Missing
Total

38

4g

38
37

2
3
4
5

1
2
7

2
3

15

4

6
6

4

6

12
13
15

-

1

l
2
3
2
2
2
4

5
l

1
1
1

38

38
37

16
23
28

-

Missing
Total

51

N

"'
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The demographic var i abl es were to have been used as covadates in
the hypothesis testing.

However:, because of small sample size, the

in vest i gator was not able to in c lude the demographic factors .

For

future studies, a larger sample would be beneficial in coll ec ting more
information and being able to use the control variables.

Measurement
The

pr ima r y i nstru ment used

for

this attitude survey was a

q uesti o nnaire which in cluded 14 it e ms.

These items were developed

through a

number of concerns

literature review.

which

we re evident thr o ughou t

the

Table 4 shows the items written to measure parental

at titudes a nd concerns about mainstreaming .
The parents were asked to respo nd to the 14 items in two wa ys.
First, "Do you think this happe n s e nough to be a problem?"

To a nswer

this question a Likert Type scale of l-4 points was provi ded (Strongly
Agree to Strong l y Disagree) .

No "neutra l" or "undec ided " answer was

provided in order t o for ce pare nts to ma ke a c hoi ce.

The second

quest i o n asked "if thi s happens e n ough to be a problem, how much of a
concern is this statement to you'?"

To answer this question the parents

had a sca l e of 0 -6 points (Not Concer n ed At All to Very Con cer n ed) .
Midpoints were available between each a nswer (Appendix 2).
Because this was a new instrume nt, the ite ms were f actor analyzed
to find out if there we r e indications of any co mmon factors.

An

exploratory factor a n alys i s , PA 2 (P rincij)l e Component Analys i s) with
Varimax rotat i on , was used.

If specific factors were evide nt, these

factors would become the depe n de nt var i ab l e s for hypothesis test ing.
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Table 4
Items Written to Measure Parental Attitudes
and Concerns Toward Mainstreaming
l.

There may not be enough time in a regular teacher's day to deal
appropriately with the needs of students with handicaps in a
regular classroom.

2.

Once put into a mainstreaming program, students with handicaps may
not be able to use the special services which were available for
them before.

3.

Students without handicaps may tease and make fun of students with
handicaps.

4.

Regular teachers and children without handicaps may give too much
help to the student with handicaps and may not give him/her a
chance to learn by him/herself.

5.

Mainstreamed children with handicaps should be required to use the
same grading system as used for the children without handicaps.

6.

Children with handicaps might not make friends in a regular school.

7.

Parents of children without handicaps may not want children with
handicaps being in the same school as their children.

8.

A regular school might not have the necessary furniture, bathroom
facilities, or adaptive equipment for a child with handicaps.

9.

The child without handicaps may not get an appropriate education
and enough attention because the teacher will be occupied with the
special needs of the child with handicaps.

10.

The children without handicaps may learn poor behaviors from the
children with handicaps.

11.

Children with handicaps may be tricked by other children into doing
harmful or inappropriate activities.

12.

It may not be safe for children with handicaps to be in regular
schools.

13.

It may not be safe for the children without handicaps to be in the
same school as children with handicaps.

14.

I may not have enough information about mainstreaming to know what
mainstreaming is.
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Factoc Scaling to Cceate Subscales
A principal components factoc- analysis with vac-imax rotation was
pecfocmed on thic-teen attitude items (see Table 5), then agai n on all
concern items (see Table 6) .
items on the questionnaire.

Thec-e wece oc-ig inally fourteen attitude
The last ques tion was not included in the

analysis because it was not an attitude question.

Instead, it asked the

respondents if they had enough infoc-mation about mainstceaming to know
what it was.

All subjects wece used, without c-egac-d to gendec (n=l23) .

Visual inspection of the factoc loadings suggested fouc interpretable
factoc-s on attitudes and thcee on concec-ns.
Composite scales foe each factoc wece created by summing the items
with the highest loadings togethec-.

A "cegc-ession" factoc scoc-e, the

weighted sum of items, was not used.

Instead , the vac-iables with the

highest (above .50) loadings within each factoc wec-e summed togethec.
The fouc- new composite scales included the attitude factors shown in
Table 5, plus a genec-al scale of all the items added together.

A bcief

descc-iption of each scale and its alpha reliability is listed below.
AMAIN

=Ovec-all mainstc-eaming Attitude.
=Sum of Attitude l through Attitude 13.

Ai>ROBHC

Alpha = .64.

=Attitudes towac-d pc-oblems of handicapped children in a
mainstceaming classc-oom.
=Sum of Attitude 3, Attitude 6 , Attitude 7, and Attitude
11.

AS AFE

Alpha = .59.

=Attitudes towacd safety of both handicapped and
nonhandicapped childc-en in a mainstceaming situation.
=Sum of Attitudes lei, 11, 12, and 13.

Alpha = . 68.
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AFACILIT =Attitudes toward lack of facilities, special services,
teacher time for handicapped children.
=Sum of Attitudes 1, 2, 8, and 9.
AHARDHC

Alpha = .48

=Attitudes toward the mainstreaming situation being
difficult on the handicapped child.
=Sum of Attitudes 4 and 5.

Alpha = -.17.

The three new scales which included the concern factors are shown
in Table 6,
together.

plus a general scale of all the concern items added

A brief description of each scale and its alpha reliability

is listed below.
CMAIN

=Overall mainstreaming concerns.
=Sum of Concern 1 through Concern 13.

CISOL

=Concerns about the handicapped child being isolated.
=Sum of Concerns 3 through 7.

CSAFE

Alpha = .89.

Alpha= .79.

=Concerns about the handicapped and nonh a ndicapped
chi ldren 's safety in a mainstreaming situation.
=Sum of Concerns

9, 10, 11, 12.

Alpha

= .85.

CFACILIT =Concerns about lack of teacher time,

facilities and

special services for the handicapped child.
=Sum of Concerns l, 2, 5, and 8.

Alpha= .77.

Analysis Plan
In order to determine whether or not a multivariate F test needs to
be computed for each independent variable,

or simply perform the

separate univariate ANOVAs, a Pearson cancelation matrix was computed
(see Table 7).

Morrison (1976, pg. 160-163) presents a discussion on
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Table 5
Factor Loadinss for Attitude Items
Attitudes

Factor 1
Problems for
HC Child

Factor 2
Safety

Factor 3
Education
Facilities

Factor 4
Academic
Toughness
for H Child

Attitude

. 04859

-. 24214

.62869

-.31976

Attitude

.08794

• 311 15

.51521

. 09263

Attitude 3

.67655

.18830

.07943

.15122

Attitude 4

• 25465

-.08726

• 36617

.6495 5

Attitude 5

-.16453

.01599

-.18294

.72235

Attitude 6

.75531

. 07112

.01585

-.18770

Attitude 7

.55543

-. 29337

.19594

-.08489

Attitude 8

.35378

.03511

.67128

.04364

Attidude 9

-.49783

.18979

.63706

.10444

Attitude 10

.04591

. 64116

-.04506

.04328

Attitude 11

.63444

.42808

.09489

.17720

Attitude 12

• 29068

. 67396

• 22036

-.18178

Attitude l3

.17653

. 78317

.13411

.03023

The items with highest loadings (.5 and above) on each factor were
summed together to create the dependent variables.
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Table 6
Factor Loadings foe Concern Items
Concerns

Concern

Factor 1
Isolation
Tough Grading

Factor 2
Safety

Factor 3
Facilities,
Academic
Problems

-.08481

.15027

.78597

Concern 2

• 26936

.05800

• 72136

Concern

.61345

.15580

.47259

Concern 4

.69091

• 21705

• 36976

Concern 5

.51127

.13537

.60021

Concern 6

.76591

• 24852

• 24060

Concern 7

.79382

. 21213

.07797

Concern 8

. 32191

.48034

.68502

Concern 9

.47932

.87397

• 28239

Concern 10

. 04670

. 59099

.08046

Concern 11

.45626

.72367

. 17744

Concern 12

. 28705

. 80099

. 23746

Concern 13

• 39256

• 35169

.13102

The items with highest loadings (. 5 and above) on each factor were
summed together to create the dependent variables.

Table 7
Peacson Cocce l a ti on Coefficients

AMAIN
APROBCH
1\SI\FETY
1\FI\CILIT
1\HARDHC
011\IN
CISOL
CSAFET'l

APROBHC

ASI\FETY

WI\CI LIT

AHI\RDHC

MS<XJNC

CISOL

CSAFETY

CFI\CILIT

0.7099

0. 7211

0.6932

0.3490

- 0.3563

-0.2298

- 0.3263

- 0 . 2929

0.4799

0 . 2085

0 . 0411

-0.3012

- 0.2803

-0.3091

-0.1 568

0 .2558

0 .0255

- 0.2655

- 0 .1110

-0.4223

- 0 . 1386

0 . 1656

- 0 . 2958

- 0 .1588

-0.1005

- 0 . 3976

0.0339

0.0074

0.0773

0 . 0755

0 . 75 16

0 .8315

0 .7752

0.6049

0 . 4093
0 .4 239

w

w
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the p:>wer of multi variate versus univariate tests when the correlation
between dependent variables is large or small.

If the corre lati on

coefficient between the dependent variables is approximately .60 or
higher, a multivariate t est should be done.

However,

in this case all

the correlations were below .60, except for correlations between the
AMAIN and other attitude variables, and between CMAIN and other concern
variables .

So , we are justified in performing only the univariate

ANOVAs, a nd omitting the multivariate te st.

The ANOVA used f or all 9

dependent variab l es (Table 8) had a 2 x 2 x 2 design.

These were:

(sex of the parents, i.e.: fathers versus mothers) x 2 (condition of the
child, i.e.: handicapped versus nonhandicapped) x 2 (age of the child,
i.e.: preschool versus school-aged).
ch il d were between-subjects effects .

Condition of child and age of
Sex of parents was a within-

subjects effect (where the "subject" here is actually the family).
Families/Handicapped x Age is the replication (error term) for testing
the first three effects (HC, Age and interaction of HC X AGE).
error term is called error a .

This

SEXP X FAMILIES/He X AGE is the

replication (error term) for testing the remaining four effects (SEXP ,
HC X SEXP, AGE X SEXP, HC X AGE X SEXP) .
error b.

This error term is ca ll ed

The Rummage Stat istic a l Analysis program was used for the

final analysis.
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Table 8
Analysis of Vaciance Model Used foe All 9 Dependent MS Vaciables
Soucce

df

MS

HC
Age
HC X AGE
F~~IL IES /HC

X AGE

df:{n 11-l)+(n 12 -l)+(n 21 -l)+(n 22 -l)=N-4
(eccoc a)

SEXP
HC X SEXP
AGE X SEXP
HC X AGE X SEXP
Eccoc (SEXP X FAMILIES/HC X AGE)

(eccoc b)
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The hypotheses wece pcesented at the end of Chapter: l.

Each

hypothesis was tested in nine sepacate AOOVAS oc coccesponding t o nine
composite scales.

The ANOVA effects which tested the ten hypotheses are

listed below.
(Hl

&

H2 )-Two way intecaction between handicapping condition of the
child (handicapped vecsus nonhandicapped) and sex of pacents
( fathecs vee sus mothecs)

(H3 & H4 )- Two way intecact i on between age of oldest child (cefec to
Table 8 (pceschool vecsus school-age) and sex of pace nts
( fathecs versus mothers)
(H 5 )

- Handicapping condition at two l evels , i.e.: families with
handicapped childcen and

families

without handicapped

children
(H 6 )

- Age at two levels, i.e.:

families with preschool childcen as

their oldest child a nd families with school-aged children as
their oldest child
(H7)

- Two way intecaction of handicapping condition and age of
child

(Hs)

-Two way intecaction between sex of par:ent and age of child
(pceschool vecsus school-aged)
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(Hg)

-Sex of par-ents at two levels, i.e.:

attitudes and concer-ns

of father-s and mother-s was examined separ-ately
- Thr-ee way inter-action between handicapping condition of the
child (handicapped ver-sus nonhandicapped), age of the oldest
child (pr-eschool ver-sus school-aged) and sex of par-ents
(father-s ver-sus mothers)
The r-esults of testing all hypotheses will be r-eported for each
dependent variable one at a time.
Over-all Mainstr-eaming Attitude (AMAIN)
As shown in Table 9, the R2 for AMAIN was .77.

This meant that 77%

of the var-iation in AMAIN was accounted for- by the ANOVA model.
one of the seven effects,

i.e.,

Only

the two way interaction between

handicapping condition and sex of parent was significant (p=0.045).

In

other words, only H1 and H2 , which stated that there were no significant
differences in mainstreaming attidudes of fathers and mother-s of
children with and without handicaps, was called into question.
The interaction table of means (Table 10) revealed that fathers
with a handicapped child disagreed more with the overall mainstreaming
attitude questions as compar-ed to mothers with handicapped children
(larger values show more disagreement.)

However,

mothers

~of

nonhandicapped children disagreed more with the overall mainstreaming
attitude questions compared to fathers of nonhandicapped children.
This means that though in gener-al, fathers and mothers do not show
a significant differ-ence in their overall mainstreaming attitudes, there
is an inverse pattern between mothers and fathers based on whether or
not they have a handicapped child in their family.
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Table 9
ANOVA :

Dependent Vaciable (AMAIN)

Model R2 : 0 . 77
Sig. of
df

MS

F

F

AGE

0 . 0004

0 . 004

0. 950

HC

0 . 255

2.48

0 .1 20

HCxAGE

0 . 538

0.523

0 .472

0 . 103

1.928

0.010

0 . 014

0 . 266

0 . 608

0 . 227

4 . 277

0 . 045

0 . 033

0. 628

0 . 432

0 . 016

0 . 317

0 . 576

F~~ILIES/(HCxAGE)

71

SEX P
HCxSE:X

p

AGExSEX P
HCxAGExSEX

p

ERROR

44

T::JTAL

122

Table 10
I ntecaction Between Handicapping Condition vs . Sex of Pacent
FATHER(l)
n
HANDICAPPED
( 1)

n

= 47

X

2.659

x

2. 580

s

0. 051

s

0 . 034

n
NON-HANDICAPPED
(2)

= 30

MOTHER(2)

= 19

n

= 27

X

2. 636

x

s

0. 065

s = 0 . 047

2. 768

(~1 AIN)
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Table ll was examined to see if the differences shown in Table 10
were significant.

The only significant difference was between mothers

of handicapped children and mothers of nonhandicapped children (Hs[l,2]Hs[2,2] with the 95% confidence interval of (-121.305, - 121 .1217121).
Therefore, H2 was rejected which meant that handicapping condition did
affect maternal attitudes,

where it did not affect paternal attitudes

significantly.

Mothers showed different attitudes and concerns

according

their

to

child's

condition

(hand i capped

versus

nonhandicapped).
Since HS(l,l)-HS(2,l) has a confidence interval overlapping zero,
H1 is not rejected, which means that father's attitudes are not affected
by the handicapping condition of their child.
Attitudes Toward Problems
of Handicapped Children in a
Mainstreaming Situat ion (APROBHC)
As shown in Table 12, 83% of the variance in APROBHC was accounted
for by the ANOVA model.

For this dependent variable, two of the seven

effects were significant.

One was the handicapping condition of the

child with a significance of (p=121.121121l), which meant that handicapping
condition of the child had an effect on parental attitudes toward
problems which the handicapped child might face in a mainstreaming
classroom.

In other words,

H5 which stated that

there are no

significant differences in mainstceami ng attitudes of parents of
handicapped versus nonhandicapped children was rejected.
The marginal table of means (Tabl e 13) revealed a difference in the
two mean values, i.e.:

Handicapped (X=2.468) , nonhandicapped

Cx=

2. 722)

which meant that parents without handicapped children disagreed more
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Table ll
Pairwise Differences of the Estimated Means (AMAIN)
Mean Square Used in Std . Dev. Has 44 D.F.
Sample

Mean

Std. Dev.
of the Mean

HS( l, l)-HS( l, 2).

13.66

0 . 07909

0.06244

-0.047,

0.205

HS(l,l)-HS(2,l)

7.75

0.02314

0.08291

-0.144,

0.190

HS(l,2)-HS(2,2)

15.61

-0.18762

0.05840

-0.305,

-0.070

HS(2,l)-HS(2,2)

8.21

-0.13167

0 . 05853

-0.294,

0.031

l

= Handicapped

2

= Nonhandicapped

H

= Fathers

s
2

= Mothers

.95 Confidence
Interval for the
Difference Between
the 2 Measures
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Table 12
~~O VA:

Dependent Variabl e (APROBHC )

Model R2 : 0.838

df

Sig . of
I"

MS

I"

AGE

0 .030

0 .123

0 .727

HC

2 . 797

ll. 361

0 . 001

HC x AGE

0 .148

0.601

0.441

0 . 246

2.634

0 . 000

I"AMILIES/(HC x 1\GE)

71

SEX P

0 . 140

1.498

0 .227

p

0.665

7 . 120

0 . 011

1\GE x SEX P

0 . 205

2.199

0 .145

0 . 017

0.192

121 .61213

HC x SEX

HC x AGE x SEX P
ERROR

44

TOTAL

122
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Table l3
Marginal Means of Main Effects on APROBHC
n

X

s

Handicapped

77

2.468

0.065

Non-Handicapped

46

2. 722

0.086

Pre-School

60

2.559

0.082

School-aged

63

2.631

0.070

Father

49

2.554

0.054

Mother

74

2.636

0.038

Table 14
Pairwise Differences of the Estimated Means (APROBHC)
Mean Square Used in Std. Dev. Has 71 D.F.

H(1)-H(2)

Sample

Mean

20.91

0.25448

= Handicapped
H

= Nonhandicapped

Std. Dev.
of the Mean

0.10851

95% Confidence
Interval for the
Difference Between
the 2 Measures
-0.471,

-0.038
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with this dependent variable (APROBHC).
difference

was

significant

[H(l)=H(2)=(-0.47l, -0.038)].

with

a

Table 14 shows that this
95%

confidence

interval:

This meant that there was a significant

difference between parental attitude toward preble ms of handicapped
children according to their own children's handicapping condition.
larger

score

indicated more disagreement,

nonhandicapped children disagreed more

therefore,

A

parents of

with statements about problems

for the handicapped children in a mainstreaming situation.
The second significant effect was the two way interaction between
the handicapping condition of the child and sex of parents (p=0.0l)
which meant that sex of parents'

interaction with

handicapping

condition of their child had an effect on parental att itudes toward
problems which the handicapped child might e ncounter in a mainstreaming
situation.
The interaction table of means (Table 15), revealed that regardless
of their own child's handicapping condition,
similar

fathers' opinions were

in regard to the pr:oblems encounter:ed by a handicapped child

when put in a mainstream setting.

Mothers of nonhandicapped childr:en

disagr:eed mor:e with statements concerning problems of a handicapped
child in a mainstreaming situation than mother:s of handicapped children.
In or:der: to examine where within this two way table the significant
effects wer:e, Table 16 was examined, which showed this differ:ence to be
located at two places.

Fiest, mother:s of handicapped and nonhandicapped

children (Hs[l,2]-Hs [2 ,2 ]) had a 95% confidence interval of (-0.591,
-0.279 ).

Second,

fathers and

mothers of nonhandicapped children

(Hs[2,1]-Hs[2,2]) had a 95% confidence interval of (-0.478, -0. 048) .
These two significant di ffer:ences meant that mother:s' attitudes were
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Table 15
Interaction Betwee n Handicapping Condition vs. Sex of Parents (APROBHC)

Father(l)
n
Handicapped
(1)

X

= 30

n

2.517

= 47

X

2.419

s

0.045

;'•

s
n
Nonhandicapped
(2)

Mother( 2)

0.067

= 19

n

= 27

X

2.591

X

2.854

s

0.086

s

0.062

Table 16
Pairwise Differences of the Estimated Means (APROBHC)
Mean Square Used in Std. Dev. Has 44 D.F.

HS(1,l)-HS(l,2)

...
95% Confidence
Interval for the
Difference Between
the 2 Measures

Sample

Mean

Std. Dev.
of the Mean

13.66

0.09753

0.08274

-0.069,

0.264
0.147

HS(l,l)-HS(2,1)

7.75

-0.08431

0.10986

-0.296,

HS(1,2)-HS(2,2)

15.61

-0.43466

0.07739

-0.591, -0.279

HS(2,l)-HS(2,2)

8. 21

-0.26282

0.10671

-0.478, -0.048

= Handicapped
H

= Nonhandicapped

s

Fathers
Mothers
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influenced by the handicapping condition of their children and that in
families without a handicapped child,

the parents ' attitudes differed.

The first result indicates H2 is rejected, while there was no hypothesis
made for the second result.
Attitudes Toward Safety of Both
HandicapP{d and Nonhandicapped
Children ASAFE)
As

shown

in

Table

17,

the

R2

for

ASAFE

was

. 773 .

This means that 77% of the variance in ASAFE is accounted for by the
ANOVA model.
Two of the seven effects were significant.

The first significant

effect was handicapping condition of the child (handicapped versus
nonhandicapped) with a

p=~00l.

This meant that the handicapping

condition of the child had an effect on the way parents felt about the
safety of their children.
In other words, the null hypotheses H5 , which stated that there was
no difference in mainstreaming att itude of parents of handicapped and
nonhandicapped children, was rejected.

This test showed that indeed the

handicapping condition of the child had an effect on parental attitudes
about child safety in mainstreaming.
The table of marginal means (Table 18), revealed that the mean
values of handicapped (X=2.860) and nonhandicapped (X=3.137) were
different.

This meant that parents with nonhandicapped children

disagreed more with the statements concerning their child ' s safety.
This difference was shown to be significant in Table 19.

At a 95%

confidence interval the mean value of H(l)-H(2) was (- 0.492, - 0. 062),
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Table 17
Al'lOVA:

Dee-:ndent Variable (ASAFE)

Model R2 : 0 . 773

df

MS

F

Sig. of
F

AGE

0 .193

0 . 794

0 . 376

HC

2. 805

11. 517

0 . 001

HC x AGE

1. 256

5 . 159

0 . 026
0 . 041

0 . 241

1. 636

SEX P

FAMILIES/(HC x AGE)

71

0 . 002

0 . 014

0 . 905

HC x SEX p

0 .432

2.944

0 . 093

AGE x SEX P

0 . 131

0 . 895

0 . 349

HC x AGE x SEX P

0 . 064

0 . 439

0 . 511

ERROR

44

TOTAL

122
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Table 18
Marsi nal Means of Main Effects On ASAFE
n

x

Handicapped

77

2.860

0 . 065

Non-Handicapped

46

3.137

0 .086

Pre-School

60

2.985

0 . 082

School-Aged

63

3.012

0.069

s

E'athe r

49

2.994

0 .068

Mother

74

3.004

0 .048

Table 19
Pairwise Differences of the Estima t ed Means (ASAE'E)
Mean Square Used in Std. Dev. Has 71 D.E'.
Sampl e

H( l) - H(2)

20 . 91

1

= Handicapped

2

= Nonhandicapped

H

Mean

-0.27683

Std. Dev.
of the Mean

0 .10794

95% Con fidence
Interval for the
Difference Between
the 2 Measures
- 0 .492 ,

0.062
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meaning that handicapping condition of the child had an effect on how
paeents felt about theie child's safety.
The second significant effect was the two way inteeaction between
handicapping condition (handicapped vecsus nonhandicapped) and age of
child (pceschool vecsus school-age) (p=0.026).
In othec woeds, null hypothesis H7 , which stated that thece was no
significant intecaction between handicapping condition and age of the
child was cejected because it was shown to significantly affect paeental
attitudes about safety.

This meant that parents' attitudes about safety

issues foe theie childcen diffeced accocding to theic child's
handicapping condition and age.

The intecaction table of means (Table

20) cevealed that the mean value foe paeents with handicapped peeschool
childcen was X=2.728 and the mean value foe paeents with handicapped
school-aged childeen was at X=2.992.

This meant that families with

school-aged handicapped childcen disageeed

mace with statements

conceening safety issues foe theie childeen (lacgee mean values show
mace disagceement).

On

the second level, families with nonhandicapped

pceschoolecs had a mean of X=3.243, wheee families with nonhandicapped
school-aged childeen had a mean of X=3.032, which meant that pacents
with nonhandicapped pceschoolecs disagceed mace with the safety issues
cegarding theie childeen.

The same pattecn was also present foe familes

with school-aged childcen, meaning that pacents of handicapped and
nonhandicapped school-aged childcen disagceed rnoce with the safety
issues.

To test the significance of this diffecence, Table 21 was examined.
This table showed that at 95% confidence intecval the mean value for
families with handicapped peeschoolees and handicapped school-aged
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Table 20
Interaction Between Hand ica poing Condition vs . Age of Child (ASAFE)

Pre- School( l )
n = 45
Handicapped

X

2. 728

School-Aged(2)
n = 32
X

2. 992

(1)

Non- Handicapped
(2)

s = 0.08 2

s = 0.101

n = 15

n = 31

x

X

3. 243

s = 0. 142

3. 032

s =0 . 096
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Table 21
Pairw i se Differences of the Estimated Means (ASAFE)
Mean Square Used in Std. Dev. has 71 D.F.
95% Confidence
Interval for the
Difference Between
the 2 Measu r es

Sample

Mean

Std. Dev.
of the Mean

HA( l, l )-HA(l, 2)

14.38

-0.26440

0 .13013

- 0 . 524 ,

- 0 . 005

HA(l,l)-HA(2,l)

9.00

-0.51454

0.16452

-0. 842 ,

- 0 .187

HA(l,2)-HA(2,2)

12.47

- 0 . 03913

0 . 13978

-0. 318'

0 . 239

HA(2,1)-HA(2,2)

8 . 21

0. 21100

0 .17224

- 0 .132,

0 . 554

= Handicapped
H
2

Non handicapped
Preschool

A
2

Schocl-age
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children (HA[l ,l ] - HA[ l, 2) wa s (- 0.524, -. 0005) .

Another significant

difference at 95% confidence interval was between parents of handicapped
and nonhandicapped preschoolers (HA[ l,l]-HA[2,1]) with a mean value of
(- 0.842 , - 0.187) .

The significant main effect of handicapping condition

indicates that handicapping condition of the child affected both parents
r ega r dl ess of their sex when safety issues were conc e rn ed.

Also,

families with handicapped children showed a significant difference due
t o the age of the i r handicapped child regarding his/her safety.
preschool le ve l,

On

the

the ha ndi capping condi ti on also br-ought about a

significant decrease in disagreement r-egarding safety issues.
Attitudes Towar-d Lack of Facilities ,
Teacher Time, and Academic Fle xibility
for- Handicapped Childr-en (AFACL)
As shown in Table 22, th e R2 for- AFACL was . 745.

This me a nt that

74% of the vadation in AFACL was accounted for by this AOOVA mode l.
None of the seven e ff ects prese nt wer-e significant.

In ot her

words, non e of the pr-oposed hypotheses were ca ll ed into question on
parental attitudes towar d lack of proper faci lities being avai l able for
the handicapped childre n.
Attitudes Toward the Mainstreaming
Situation Be ing Har-d on the
Handicapped Child (AHARDHC)
As shown in Table 23, the R2 for AHARDHC was .758.

This means that

75% of the variance in AHARDHC was accounted for by this A'i/JVA model.
None of the seven ef f ects were significant.

In other words , none

of the proposed hypotheses were ca ll ed into question on parental
attitudes when questions of diff i culty of the mainstream i ng situation on
the handicapped child were concerned.
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Table 22
ANOV~.:

De~ndent

Variable (AFACL)

Model R2 : 0 . 745

df

Si g . of
F

MS

F

AGE

0 . 289

1. 203

0 . 276

HC

0 . 506

2.106

0 . 151

HC x AGE

0 . 036

0.151

0 . 698

0 . 237

1. 670

0 . 035

0 . 024

0 .170

0 .682
0 . 612

FMILIES/(HC x AGE)

7l

SEX P
HC x SEX P

0 . 037

0 .261

AGE x SEX P

0 . 004

0.029

0 . 865

HC x AGE x SEX P

0 . 170

1.199

0 . 279

ERROR

44

TOTAL

122
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'rable 23
ANOVA :

De~ndent

Vaciable (AHARDHC)

Model R2 : 0 .758

df

Si g . of
E'

MS

E'

AGE

0 . 461

l. 540

0. 219

HC

0 . 773

2. 581

0 . 113

HC x AGE

0 . 298

0 . 995

0 . 322

E'AM ILI ES/(HC x AGE)

7l

0 .298

l. 799

0 . 019
0.947

SEX P

0 . 001

0 . 004

HC X SEX P

0 . 040

0 . 244

0 . 623

AGE x SEX P

0 . 009

0 . 058

0 . 810

HC x AGE x SEX P

0 . 005

0 . 034

0 . 853

ERROR

44

TOTAL

122
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The

same

seven ANOVA effects were analyzed

variables (CMAIN , CISOL ,

CSAFE, and CFACILIT).

for

the concern

On attitude scales , the

larger scores indicated greater disagreement, but with the concern
variables larger scores indicated

more

agreement .

Besides

this

difference, the remaining factors were the same.

Overall Mainstreaming Concerns (CMAIN)
As shown in Table 24,

the R2 for CMAIN was 0.845.

84% of the variation in CMAIN

This means that

was accounted for by the ANOVA model.

None of the seven effects present for this dependent variable
(overall mainstreaming concerns) were significant.
In other words, none of the pt"oposed hypotheses were significant
e nough to affect parental concerns toward mainstreaming.
the

As shown in Tabl e 25, the R2 for CISOL is 0.627.

This me a ns that

62% of the variance in CISOL was accounted for by this ANOVA model.
The only s ignifi ca n t variable was shown to be sex of the parents
(p~0.00).

This meant that mo thers and fathers had different attitudes

about the handicapped child being isolated in a mainstrea ming situation.
Therefor e,

null

hypothesis

Hg

which

stated

that

there

were

no

significant differences in the attitudes and concerns of fathers and
mothers we r e rejected.

The marginal table of means showed a difference

in the two me an values, i.e., (Fathers
These two values were f air ly close .

(X~2 . 380),

Mothers

(X~3 .5 39) .

They show that mothers seemed to

agree more about the isolation of the child while fathers seemed to
disagree more with those issues (larger values show more disagreement).
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Table 24
ANOVA:

Oe~ndent Va~iable

(CMAIN)

Model R2 : 0 . 845

df

MS

F

Si g . of
F

AGE

1. 832

0 . 942

0 . 335

HC

0 .784

0 . 403

0 . 527

HC x AGE

0 . 002

0 .001

0.973

1.946

3 . 301

0 . 000

SEX P

0 . 046

0.079

0 . 779

HC x SEX P

0.184

0 .31 2

0 . 579

AGE x SEX P

0.0 18

0 . 030

0 . 862

HC x AGE x SEX P

0 .063

0 .106

0 .745

FAl'IILIES/ ( HC x AGE )

71

ERROR

44

TOTAL

122
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Tabl e 25
ANOVA :

De ~ndent

Variable

(CI SOL )

:-!ode l R2 : 0 . 627

df

MS

F

Sig. of
F

AGE

10 . 219

2. 879

0 . 094

HC

0 . 107

0 . 030

0 . 862

HC x AGE

0 . 021

0 . 005

0.9 39

3. 54

1. 347

0 .103

FAMILIES/(HC x AGE)

7l

SEX P

43.657

HC x SEX P

0 .186

16.57
0.070

0 . 000
'i l . 791

AGE x SEX P

0 . 493

0 . 187

0 . 667

HC x AGE x SEX P

0 . 007

0 . 002

0 . 957

ERROR

44

TOTAL

122
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Table 26
Mar-ginal Means of Main Effects on CISOL
n

X

s

Handicapped

98

2.924

0.191

Nonhandicapped

56

2.996

0 .269

Preschool

72

3.229

0. 256

School-Aged

82

2.691

0 . 208

Father

77

2. 380

0 .201

Mother

77

3.539

0 . 201

Table 27
Pairwise Differences of the Est i mated Means (CI SOL)
Mean Square Used in Std. Dev. Has 71. D. F.

Sl- S2

s

= Father
= Mother

Sarrple

Mean

St d . Dev .
of t he Mean

95% Confidence
Inter-val for the
Differ-ence Bet ween
the 2 Measur-es

32 .49

-1.151

0. 284

-1. 727 , - 0 . 592
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Table 27 was examined to test the diffet"ence between these two means to
be signifi can t.

As Table 27 shows,

significantly diffet"ent.

these two values at"e not

One explanation fot" this difference in

attitudes might be that because mothet"s at"e usually mot"e involved in
theit" childt"en'e education, they might have more insight into the actual
problems of a child in a classroom.
It was interesting to note that although these concerns were mainly
about the handicapped child's isolation, parents of both handicapped and
nonhandicapped childt"en expressed the same attitudes regardless of theit"
having a handicapped child or not.
Concerns Regarding Safety of Both
Handicapped and Nonhandicapped
Children (CSAFE)
As shown in Table 28, the R2 for CSAFE was .819. This meant that
81% of the va riance in CSAFE was accounted for by the ANOVA model.
None of the seven e ffe cts were significant.
was close to .05 was the age effect (p;0.062).

The only effect which
Howevet", that was not

significant.
In other words, non e of the proposed hypotheses were significant
enough to affect parental concern toward safety issues which could
affect both children with and without handicaps in a mainstreaming
setting.

Again we failed to reject all the proposed hypotheses

regarding safety concet"ns.

Parents showed the same level of concet"n

toward safety issues regarding their children.
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Concerns Regard ing Lack of Facilities,
Teacher Time, and Academic Flexibility
for the Handicapped Children in a
Ma instreaming Situation (CFACL)
As shown in Table 29, the R2 for CFACL was .812.

This meant that

81% of the variance in CFACL was accounted for by this ANOVA model.
None of the seven effects were significant.

In other words we failed to

reject the proposed hypotheses concerning facility issues.
Summary of Results
Table 30 summarizes the results of the hypotheses testing regarding
the observed F values in each a nalysis of variance.
These results show tha t some of the attitudes and concerns which
have come up through the literature rev i ew are of importance to parents
of this s tudy.

One of the main factors influencing parental attitudes,

as shown by Mylnek et al., (1982), was the handicapping condition of
the c hild.

In this study pa rents of handic ap ped and nonha ndic apped

children had different attitudes toward mainstreaming, specifically in
areas of sa f e ty and about the problems which a handi capped child might
encounter in a mainstreaming situation.

Parents of handicapped children, as to be expected, agr eed more
with the statements concerning both issues of safety and problems which
might arise because of the mainstreaming situation for the handicapped
child.

My lnek et al., (1982) took this difference fur ther and

studied parents of handic apped children with different handicapping
conditions.

This could be a further expansion of the present study as

well.
Age of the child was al s o foun d to be another factor a ffecting
parental att itudes toward mainstr ea ming.

As Sulzie a nd Keenan (1981)
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Table 28
AlV.OVA :

Dec;ndent Vaciable

(CSA~E)

Mode l R2 : 0 . 819
Sig . of
df

MS

~

~

AGE

10 . 663

3. 597

0 . 062

HC

6 . 734

2. 270

0 .136

1.201

0 . 405

0 . 526

3. 007

2. 581

0 . 001

SEX P

0 . 318

0 . 273

0 . 604
0.932

HC

X

AGE

~A.'IILIES/ ( HC

x AGE)

71

HC x SEX P

0 . 008

0 . 007

AGE x SEX P

2.498

2.144

0 . 150

HC x AGE x SEX P

0 . 044

0 . 385

0 . 845

ERROR

44

TOTAL

122
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Table 29
ANOVA :

De~ndent

Variable (CFACL)

Model R2 : 0.812
Si g . of
df

MS

F

F

AGE

1. 775

0 . 731

0 . 395

HC

0.824

0 . 339

0 . 592

HC X AGE

0 . 199

0 . 082

0 . 775

2. 427

2. 598

0 . 000

SEX P

0 . 001

0 . 001

0 . 981

HC x SEX P

0 . 705

0 . 755

0 . 389

AGE x SEX P

1. 191

2. 044

0 .160

HC x AGE x SEX P

0 . 342

0 . 366

0 . 548

FA!'-II LIES/ ( HC x AGE)

7l

ERROR

44

TOTAL

122

Tab l e 30
Summa c;t o f Resul ts
Obsecved S i gnif i cance Leve ls of r Tests in Ana l;ts i s of Vaci ance
Eff<?ct

Hypot heses
Tested

AMA I N

APROBHC

AS ArE

ArACL

AfiARDHC

OlAIN

0 . 376

0 . 276

0 . 219

0 . 335

0 . 094

0 . 062

0. 395

0.151

0 .11 3

0.527

0 . 862

0. 136

0 . 592

0 . 526

0 . 775

CISOL

.

CSArE

CfACIL

Age

H6

0 . 950

0 . 727

HC

H5

0 . 120

0 . 001

0 . 001

H7

0 . 472

0 . 441

0 . 026

0 . 698

0.322

0.973

0 . 939

SEX P

H9

0 . 608

0 . 227

0 . 905

0 . 682

0.947

0 . 779

0 . 000

0 . 604

0 . 931

HC X SEXP

H1 & H2

0 . 045

0 . 011

0 . 093

0 . 612

0 . 623

0 . 579

0 . 79 1

0 . 932

0 . 389

AGE X SEX P

H8 & li3
&H4

0 . 432

0 .145

0 . 349

0 . 865

0.810

0 . 862

0 . 667

0 .150

0 . 160

Hl0

0 . 576

0 . 603

0 . 511

0 . 279

0 . 853

0 . 745

0 . 957

0 . 845

;21 . 543

liC

X AGE

HC X AGE X
SEX P

*

***

**

***
*

***

a-.

"'
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r-epor-ted, par-ents of younger:- childr-en with handicaps wer-e found to be
mor-e in favor:- of mainstr:-eaming.

However:-,

age alone in this study was

not found to be significant.
The inter-action between age and handicapping condition was found to
be significant for:- attitudes r-egarding safety of both handicapped and
nonhandicapped childr-en.

Par-ents of nonhandicapped pr-eschooler-s and

school-aged childr-en disagr-eed mor-e with the safety issues than par-ents
of handicapped childr-en.

Such differ-ences wer-e studied in the Turnbull,

et al. (1982) study wher-e par-ents of young nonhandicapped childr-en were
shown to favor:- placing mentally handicapped students in special, r-ather
than r-egular:- classes.
Sex of the par-ent was found to be significant only for:- one
dependent variable of CISOL (concer-ns about the handicapped child being
isolated in a mainstr-eam setting).

Mother-s seemed to agr-ee mor-e with

the statements concer-ning the isolation of the handicapped child in a
mainstr-eam situation than fa ther-s did.

One possible explanation could

be the fact that mother-s ar-e usually more involved in their childr-en's
education than father-s.

Ther-e fore, they might exper-ience problems which

father-s would not because of their lack of par-ticipation.

It was

inter-esting to note that having a handicapped child was not found to be
significant to influence par-ental attitudes although this dependent
var-iable dealt specifically with pr-oblems of a handicapped child.
The interaction of sex of the par-ent and the handicapping condition
of the child wer-e also found to be significant.

Further:- studies with

lar-ger:- samples including both father-s and mothers should be per:-for:-med to
expand

this ar ea .

questionnair-es.

Mothers

mor-e than

fathers sent in their

One possible explanation for:- this could be that as the
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literature review suggested, mothers have been more involved with their
c hildren's education and that could be a big reason why mothers sent in
their questionnaire more tha n fathers .
eliminated by specifically asking
answering the questionnaire.

This could have been partially
the

fathers

to participate by

However, unfortunately, the first cover

letter l acked this specific notice.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary
The passage of P.L.

94-142 has

made

handicapped children's

placement in their least restrictive environment (LRE) a mandated
reality.

This concept is commonly known as "mainstreaming. "

This

investigator chose to study parental attitudes toward mainstreaming.
The study included four groups of parents .

These four groups were

chosen according to the handicapping condition and age of their
children , i.e., handicapped versus nonhandicapped and preschool versus
school-age~

Parents were chosen, through their children, from these

settings at the Utah State University:
Nonhandicapped

Preschool Population:

Population

School-aged Population:

Handicapped

Preschool Population:

Population

School-aged Population:

USU Children's Lab
Edith Bowen
DCHP
DCHP

Altogether, one hundred and twenty-three individuals
the final analysis.
questionnaires.

were included in

Data were collected by means of mailed

The questionnaire was designed to measure concerns and

attitudes about mainstre a ming and, in addition, asked for personal
descriptive data.
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Ten null hypotheses were tested.
1.

These Hypotheses were:

There is no difference in attitudes and concerns of fathers of

children with and without handicaps toward mainstreaming.
2.
mothe~s
~

fathe~s

There is no difference in the attitudes and concerns of
of children with and without handicaps

mainstreaming.

towa~d

There is no difference in the attitudes and concerns of
according to the age of their child

(preschool versus school -

aged) toward mainstreaming.
4.

There is no difference in attitudes and concerns of mothers

accordi ng to the age of their child (preschool versus school-aged)
toward mainstreaming.
5.

There is no difference in attitudes and concerns of parents of

handicapped versus nonhandicapped children toward mainstreaming.
6.

There is no difference in attitudes and concerns of parents of

preschoolers versus grade school children toward mai nstreaming.
7.

There is no significant interaction between handicapped

condition and age of the child when affecting attitudes and concerns of
parents toward mainstreaming •.
8.

There is no significant difference in attitudes of fathers and

mothers according to the age of their oldest child

(p~eschool ve~sus

school-aged) toward mainstreaming.
9.

The~e

is no significant

diffe~ence

concerns of fathers versus mothers toward
10.

The~e

in the attitudes and

mainst~eaming.

is no significant difference in the

handicapping condition and age of children and sex of
versus mothers) when affecting
mainstreaming.

pa~ental

inte~action

pa~ents

of

(fathers

attitudes and concerns toward
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Frequenc ies were co mpu ted to provide background information about
the sample.

Factor analysis was used to assist in creating composite

score dependent variables.

Thirteen parent attitude items were factor

analyzed,

resulting

variables.

Thirteen parent concern items were factor analyzed into four

composite variables.

in the creation of five

composite dependent

Thus, the hypotheses were tested on nine different

dependent variables.
An analysis of var-iance was performed for each dependent variable
to test the hypotheses listed above.
the hypothesis testing.

Table 30 summarizes the results of

Handicapping condition of the child influenced

parental attitudes about APROBHC (attitudes toward problems of
handicapped children in a mainstrea ming

classroom) and ASAFE (attitudes

toward safety of both handicapped and nonhandicapped children in a
mainstrea ming classroom) toward mainstreaming.

Fathers' a nd mothers'

opinions about AMAIN (overall mainstreaming attitudes) and APROBHC
(attitudes towacd problems of handica pped children) differed accocding
to their childcen's handicapping condition.

However, sex of parents

a lone was not f ound to be signif i cant on any concerns or a ttitudes abo ut
handicapped childcen.

Age of the child made a difference on pacental

concerns and attitudes towacd mainstreaming (CISOL; concerns about the
handicapped child being isola ted).

Also,

the interaction effect of age

and handicapping condition had an influence on parental attitudes about
ASAFE (attitudes towacd safety of both handicapped and nonhandicapped
childcen).
None of the other tests between sex of paren ts , age of the child,
and handicapping condition of the child was found to significantly
affect parental attitudes.
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Conclusions
Pacents of handicapped childcen agceed that thece wece moce
pcoblems fa ced by a handicapped child in a mainstceamed situation as
compaced to pacents of nonhandicapped.

One explanation could be that

because these pacents have a handicapped child,

they have faced oc are

facing problems which pacents of nonhandicapped childcen might not have
faced.
Pacents of handicapped childcen agceed moce with the statements
conceming child safety when handicapped children are mainstceamed into
cegulac classcooms.

Because of having handicapped childcen, pacents

might have encounteced problems of safety with theic childcen and,
thecefoce, might be moce concecned about safety issues.
The intecaction factoc of sex of pacent and handicapping condition
of the child was found to be significant when testing ovecall attitudes
towacd mainstceaming.

Pathecs of handic apped childcen disagceed more

than mothecs with the attitude question.

It might not be wise to tcy to

explain this diffecence of attitude because the ovecall attitude
questions covec diffecent aceas such as problems,
isolation of handicapped child, grading matters, etc.

safety issues,
Howevec, one

explanation might be that because fathecs ace typically less involved in
theic childcen's education,

they might have wcong information on what

really is a problem and what is not.

Mothecs, howevec, because of theic

involvement, might have moce insight into the real pcoblems and what
might just be misinfocmation.

Educating pacents is an impoctant issue

in cocrecting any misinformation about mainstreaming.
Parents of school-aged nonhandicapped childcen agceed more with the
statements about safety issues than pacents of pceschool aged
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nonhandica pped children.
handicapped chi ld,

The opposite was found in familes with a

that is parents of preschool aged handicapped

children agreed more with the safety issues involved in mainstrea ming
than the parents of school-aged handicapped chi ldren.
Limitations
The limitations of this study were clear from the beginning.
Because of the difficulty in gathering data from individuals through a
questionnaire, the sampl e was not as big as the in vestigator would have
liked it to be.

The investigator had to settle for less than the

proposed number of subjects in one area (preschool nonh a ndicapped
children as the oldest child in the family).
Because of the small sample size, the covariate variables were not
included in the hypothesis tests.

The seven demographic questions

included in the questionnaire could have been used in the final
analysis if there had been a large r sample, possibly providing more
int e resting results.
Also, because the sa mple of parents with nonhandicapped

childre~

were chosen from a university setting, the study should have controlled
for the answ ers to the covariates of education and income.

As was shown

in Table 3, education and income level of parents of nonhandicapped
children were notice a bly higher than the popul a tion of parents of
handicapped children.
Another limitati o n was th at although fathers' partici;_:>ation was
specifically intended, a specific request to fathers did not appear on
the first cover letter which went out with the questionnaire.

Although

this was not the only reason for lack of fathers' responses, it could
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have help;,d to r-aise their- consciousness to par-ticipate.

As it was, in

many cases only the mother- 's quest ionnair-e was r-etur-ned.
Although these r-esults imply some attitude differ-ences,

and

thr-oughout the study attitudes have been the main focus, it should be
noted that attitudes and behavior-s ace not always congr-uent. One way to
study mainstceaming is to study what people say their- attitude is as
opposed to what their- behavior- would be given that par-ticular- situation.
Foe example,

par-ents might expcess their- attitude as being in favor- of

mainstceaming for their nonhandicapped child, but in actual life refuse
to let their- child par-ticipate in an activity which involves handicapped
childr-en.

Previous studies have shown that par-ental attitudes changed

once they wer-e actually involved in a mainstceaming activity (Tur-nbull,
et al., 1982; Vincent, et al., 1981).

Because of this, r-esults of the

pcesent study should be viewed cautiously and should not necessar-ily be
consider-ed the sa me as what par-ents would do.
It should also be noted that the mean values thcoughout this study
wer-e fair-ly close to each other- .
between

the

In other- wor-ds,

attitudes or- con cerns

were

the differ-ences

sometimes

statistically

significant, but not lar-ge r-eal life differ-ences.
The findings and conclusions of this study cannot be gener-alized to
the population as a whole because of sample limitations. The economic
and educational background of the par-tic i pati ng par-ents could have
influenced their att itudes and way of thinking.

The sample also

included a large pr-opor-tion of r-espondents who ace member-s of the Mor-mon
Church;

the extent to which this might have influenced the findings i s

not known.
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Implications
This

study has

implications

in

many areas.

One

important

implication would be to assist educators, administrators , and parents t o
understand parental attitudes and concerns toward mainstreaming.

By

knowing parental attitudes, educators could know what to expect and be
prepared for.

ASAFE (att itudes toward safety of both handicapped and

nonhandicapped children) and APROBHC (att itudes toward problems of
handicapped children in a mainstreaming classroom) appear to be the two
areas of greatest concern to parents regarding mainstreaming.

Educators

and administrators might address these parental concerns by know ing
parental attitudes.
The instrument us ed for this study needs to be refined.

Most of

the 9 scales used to measure attitudes and concerns had moderate alpha
reliabilit es that could be increased by additional it em s of equal
quality on the questionnaire.
Also,

some of the par ents had made comments on the questionnaires

as they sent them in.

These comments usually were about the wording of

the questions and the way they were presented.

These comments a nd

suggestions could be categorized and taken into consideration.
Recommendations
One way o f refining the questionnaire is
questions.

to reword some of the

The specific wording of a situation being possibly present

by wording it as "May" or "May not" made it difficult for the parents to
evaluate such situations.

In three specific cases and several other

general comments, parents pointed out this problem.

When using "May",

the situation could exist in any time, ultimately resulting in agreement
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of the respond e nts to the statement.
should be left out.

Equivocal words (like "m aybe ")

Questions should be straight

way of wording is shown for one of the questions:
Ql.

forwar~

One proposed

example

There may not be enough time in a regular teacher's day to
deal appropriately with the needs of students with handicaps
in a regular classroom.

Reworded: Ql.

There is not enough time in a regular teacher's day to

deal appropriately with the needs of students with handicaps
in a regular classroom.
The concern section seemed to have been confusing for parents to
answer.

A specific statement of the differences between attitudes and

concerns could be provided.

However, eliminating the concerns section

seems to be a better idea because many parents thought it was redundant
and repeated their answers t o the first part.

Instead of this section ,

a general comments area could be provided for parents to write in any
spec ific thought, or possibl e r e finement/rewording suggestions which
they might have.
There were also additional comme nts on what the questionnaire
defined as a handicapped child.

So me parents wrote notes that they

assumed their gifted children as handicapped, some othe r s were not sure
if a handicapped child is solely a physical one or a mental one.

One

definition of who is considered to be a handicapped child and degrees of
such handicapping condition could eliminate such confusions.
Having a larger s a mple would be helpful in futur e studies like
this.

It is strongly recommended to gather a large sample to be able t o

use all the covariates in the study.
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Mo~e
pa~ents

and

studies in the
mainst~eaming,

a~ea

of

mainst~eaming,

are needed

more studi e s is the emphasis on

and espec ially on

One area which could always use

fath e~s.

Although the conclusion of

this study showed that sex of parents, by itself, did not significantly
effect attitudes and concerns, a larger sample of fathers in the study
and emphasis on their participation should be encouraged
A related area which has suffered is the attitudes and feelings of
the nonhandicapped siblings of the handicapped children.

This is an

area where the same type of instrument could be used and the information
which is gathered through it could benefit both families and educators.
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Appendix 1:

Parent Concerns.
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PAREliT CONCERNS

PARENTS OF CHILDREN \liTH IIA!lDICAPS
UNFAMILIARITY \liTH l1AINSTREAI1ING
SOCIAL AND EDUCATIONAL ADJUSTMEIIT OF THEIR CHILD
TEACHER TIME

.. • . .

SUPPORT SERVICES TEASING
TOO MUCH ASSISTANCE
GETTING PROPER EDUCATION AND ATTENTIOII
UNFAIR GRADING
BEING ALONE - NO FRIENDS
OTHER PAREllTS' REACT! ONS
PHYSICAL LIMITATIDU OF SCHOOL
PARENTS OF CHILDREII WITHOUT HANDICAPS
TEACHER TIME
QUALITY OF EDUCATION RECEIVED
POOR MODELS
SAFETY
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Appendi x 2: Pacent Mainstceam
Questionnaice Revision IVb
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Appendix 3:

First Cover Le tter
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UT AH

STATE

UN IVERSITY

O.C.H.P.
DEVELOPMENTAL CEN TER FOR HANDICAPPED PERSONS
U.M.C.68

LOG AN. UTAH 84322

AFSANEH-AHOORAIYAN
P .0. Box 1323 USU
Logan, Utah 84322
Ext. 2077
May 22, 1985

Dear Parent:
I am a graduate student at USU and also a staff member at the Developmental Center for Handicapped Persons . I am asking for your help in collecting information on parenta l attitudes tO'flard mainstreaming. Mainstreaming is defined i n this study as:
The process of educating all children, with and without handicaps,
in a regular class for portions of the day or for a full day,
depending on the ne eds of the student.
The main goal of my research is to gather information on how parents of
children with and without handicaps feel about mainstreaming. Enclosed
please find a questionnaire. You are not obligated to participate; but I
wish you would. The choice is completely yours. However, if you decide
that you would like to participate, it would take 10-15 minutes of your time
to fill out the questionnaire and return it in the self-addressed envelope
within the next two weeks.
I would also like to assure you that the information would be strictly
confidential. One way of insuring this confidentiality is for the staff and
teachers at your child's school to deliver the questionnaire to you rather
than the researcher. Also the questionnaires are anonymous .
The information gathered through this questionnaire would help us gain
more insight into parental concerns and attitudes toward mainstreaming .

This will enable us as educators to help parents who have a desire to
mainstream their children to do so with le ss complications. Ultimately this
would benefit all of; as parents, educators, and most importantly the
children. Please contact me if you are interested in the results of the
study.
Thank you for the courtesy of your assistance.

Very Sincerely Yours,

· 4·~
Afsaneh-Ahoora iyan

_/,.~1

/s';t.(ti~~triefel,

Ph . D.

Director, Division of Services
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Appendix 4: Letter to Principal
of Edith Bo•,;e n
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AFSANEH-AHOORAI YAN
P. 0 . BOX 1323 USU
Logan, Utah 84322
EXT.2077
Dr . Williams;
The princ ipal and the secretary will be directly involved in this project .
However, their involvment should not be very tirre consuming.
The questionnaire,which is the insturrent used for gathering data,will be
given to parents through the teachers . This would be done through the
pri nci pa 1' s approva 1 and the teachers's cooperation.
The ques ti anna ire ,a cover 1e t ter and a se 1f addressed enve 1op wi 11 be prepared
for teachers /staff .
The researcher/i nvestigator will not have the list of the parents' names
or addresses , The sec retary at Edith Bowen will be hired for an hour to
match names and numbers on the questionnaires for future follow up notes
and questionnaires. Through this process the confidentiality of the answe r s
. will be taken care of . After a two week period, reminder cards will be
sent to all parents.
Once the researcher/investigator rece ives the questionnaires,the secretary
will be . asked to match the ,received questionnaires with the names of the
parents , lifter fo"r weeks, follow-up ~uestionnaires will be sent tu the
one~ who have not rep 1ied.
The investigatorfresearcher is grateful for the staff's cooperation.
P·lease contact ·me for any que sti on s/clar i fic ations .
.very Sincerely Yours

Afsaneh ,l\hoora iyan

\

~·
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Appendix 5:

Reminder Cards
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About two weeks a go , a parent questionnaire which is
part of an import a n t st udy was sent to you.
If you have already re t urned the questionnaire,
accept my sincere thanks.

please

If not, this is a rem i nder for you to please do so as
soon as possible.
Your que s tionna i r e
accuracy.

is

important

to

the

Thank you

A.Ahoorai y an

study's
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Appendix 6:

Second Cover Letter
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UT A H S T ATE

UNI V ERSITY · LOGAN . UTAH 84322

O.C.H.P.
DEVELOPMENTAL CENTER FOR HANDICAPPED PERSONS
U.~r,j . C.68

July 18, 1985

Dear Parents:
Three weeks ago I sent out questionnaires to all parents. I have
received some replies, but not all parents responded. Because the
questionnaires were anonymous, there is no way for me to know who has sent
in their questionnaires. If you have a1re•dy se~t in your questi annal res,
please accept my sincere thanks.
If you have not replied, please try to find 10 to 15 minutes somewhere
in your busy schedule to fill them out and return them in the self-addressed
stamped envelope. It is very important to have each parent, both the mother
and the father, respond by having each of them fill out a questionnaire
since both mothers and fathers are of special importance in this study,
Your answers are also needed to ensure the validity of this· study.
Thank you.

I do appreciate your kindness.
Sincerely,

f!t · ~
c:::::
Afsaneh Ahooraiyan

-

Killoran
dinator of Education Services
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Appendix 7 : Permission Form :
Human Subject's Committee
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UTAH

STATE

UNIV E RS I TY· LOGA N. UTAH 84322

OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT
FOR RESEARCH
· Telephone (801)75Q-1180

MEMORANDUI1
TO:

Dr. Br ent C. Miller and Afsaneh-Ahooraiyan

FROM:

Syd ney .P ete rs o n

DATE:

June 25, 1985

SUBJECT:

Proposal Entitled, "Parental Attitudes Toward
Mainstre am ing"

The abo ve referenced proposal has been reviewed by
this office and is exempt · from further review by the
Institutional Review Board.
However, the IRB strongly
recommends that you, as a researcher, maintain continual
vigil of the importance of ethical research conduct.
Further, while your tesearch project does not require a
signed informe d consent, you should conside.r (a) off eri ng a
general introduction to your re search goals, and (b)
infor mi n3, in writing or through oral presentation, each
participant as to the rights of the subject to
confidentiality, privacy, or withdrawal at any time from t he
research experience.
The research activities listed below are exempt
from IRB re v iew based on HHS regulations published in the
Federal Register, Volume 46, No. 16, January 26, 1981, p.
8387.
1.
Research conducted in established or commonly
accepted educational settings, involving normal educational
practices, such as (a) research on regular and special
education instructional strategies, or (b) instruction
techniques, curricula, or classroom management methods.

2.
Research involving the use of educational
tests (co gnitive, diagn os tic, aptitude, achievement), if
information taken from these sources is recorded in such a
manner that subjects cannot be identified, directly or
through identifiers linked to the subjects.
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Dr. Brent c. Mill e r and Afesaneh-Ahooraiyan
June 25, 1985
Page two
3.
Research involving survey or interview
procedures, except where all of the following conditions
exist:
(a) resoonses are recorded in such a manner that the
human subjects can be ·identified, directly or through
identifiers linked to the subjects, (b) the subject's
responses, if they became known outside the research, could
reasonably place the subject at risk of criminal or civil
liability or be damaging to the subject's financial standing
or employability, and (c) the research deals with sensitive
aspects of the subject's own behavior, such as illegal
conduct, drug use, sexual behavior, or use of alcohol. All
research involving survey or interview procedures is exempt,
without exception, \vhen the respondents are elected or
appointed public officials or candidates for public office.
4.
Research involving the observation (including
observation by participants) of public behavior, except
where all of the following conditions exist:
(a)
observations are recorded in such a manner that the human
subjects can be identified, directly or through identifiers
linked to the subjects, (b) the observations recorded about
the individual, if they became known outside the research,
·could reasonably place the subject at risk of criminal or
civil liability or be damaging to the subject's financial
standing or employability, and (c) the research deals with
sensitive aspects of the subject's own behavior such as
illegal conduct, drug use, sexual behavior, or use of
alcohol.

5. Research involving the collection or study of
existing data, documents, records, pathological specimens,
if these sources are publicly available or if ·the
information is recorded by the investigator in such a manner
that subjects cannot be identified, directly or through
identifiers linked to the subjects.
Your research is exempt from
exemption number 3.

""'t'?"_W.

flti/v*Y1

Syd.ney 4eterson
Staff Assistant

review based on

